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Summary
The aim of this overview is to discuss the usefulness of two re

search tools often advocated in complementary medicine: the n = 1

study and case series. These methodologies are defined and their

advantages and disadvantages are outlined. It is concluded that

both designs have advantages and disadvantages. For testing the ef

ficacy/effectiveness of complementary therapies neither design will

lead to conclusive, generalizable results. Yet both methodologies

can be valuable adjuncts to other types of investigation.

Introduction

Throughout the history of medicine, it has been assumed that any

positive change in symptomatology following a therapeutic en

counter is most likely due to the therapy administered. In short,

the therapy has been given the benefit of the doubt. But this is not

necessarily correct. There can be many reasons for clinical im

provements; and if we ascribe them to the treatments we will cre

ate a 'false-positive' result. The recognition of this phenomenon in

the 1940s led to the development of a range of controlled clinical

studies culminating in the randomized clinical trial (RCT). Essen

tially controlled trials aim at eliminating bias from unrelated fac

tors to allow specific therapeutic effects of treatment to be indubi

tably shown. Today the RCT (not, as often claimed in complemen

tary medicine, the double-blind trial or the placebo-controlled

trial) has therefore become the 'gold standard' for testing efficacy

of medical treatments. Of course, most experts recognise the draw

backs of this methodology. They principally are due to the fact that
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Zusammenfassung
Wirksamkeitsnachweis bei chronisch stabilen Erkrankungen: Brin

gen «N = 1»-Studien oder Fallserien etwas?

Ziel dieser Obersicht ist es, die Verwendung zweier in der Kom

plementarmedizin oft verwendeter Untersuchungsmethoden zu

diskutieren: die «N =1»-Studie und Fallstudien. Diese Methoden

werden definiert und ihre Vor- und Nachteile skizziert. Es zeigt

sich, dass beide Methoden Vor- und Nachteile haben. SoIl die Wir

kung bzw. Wirksamkeit komplementarmedizinischer Therapien

untersucht werden, ergibt keine der Methoden schllissige, verallge

meinerbare Ergebnisse. Allerdings kbnnen beide Methodologien

als Erganzung flir andere Arten von Untersuchungen ntitzlich sein.

trial conditions are 'artificial situations', and that there may be

ethical problems inherent in appointing patients to groups. The

RCT may be the best available but is by no means the optimal

method, and it is legitimate, even necessary, for medical scientists

to improve their methods. The following article will briefly sum

marize the advantages and disadvantages of 'n = 1 studies' and

(even more briefly) of 'case series' as a means of establishing effi

cacy of medical interventions.

'N =1 Studies'

Characteristics

'N = l' studies are prospective experimental studies with a sample

of one. On this single subject or unit a treatment is sequentially gi

ven or withheld, and the change in an outcome variable (e. g. pain

score) is measured during this repeated process [1]. This methodol-
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ogy is not new; it was developed for physiological research in the

1970s [2] and was adopted by medicine about 10 years later [3].

Many variations of the basic theme exist [4]. Inter alia, 'n = 1 stu

dies' can be

- randomized or not

- single/double-blind or not

- placebo-controlled or not

- comprised of one, two or many cross-overs.

They can also be conducted on a group of individuals (e. g. one fa

mily) as long as they represent one unit for the purposes of data

analysis. In some ways, such studies are similar to conventional

cross-over trials: The number of cross-overs may vary and there

fore a whole range of treatments can be tested and re-tested in a

single study. The fact that 'n = 1 studies' are, by definition, experi

mental clearly differentiates them from descriptive single case stu

dies in which there is no repeated intervention or indeed no pre

defined study protocol.

Advantages

The results of conventional clinical trials provide us with nothing

more than probabilities. Frustratingly, we therefore never know

whether the next patient will benefit from the experimental treat

ment. 'N = 1 studies' were developed not least to overcome this

drawback. If well-designed with a sufficient number of cross-overs

to guarantee intra-individual reproducibility, they are capable of

achieving this aim [3]. The 'n = 1 design' is therefore attractive for

treatments in which a range of ingredients are tailored closely to

individual needs, e. g. homoeopathic prescription. However, the de

sign is not the only one attempt to overcome the problem of highly

individualized treatments [e. g. 5]. Even the standard parallel

group design can achieve this aim [e. g. 6].

It has been claimed [1] that 'n = 1 trials' avoid the ethical dilemma

of treatment denial to patients recruited for a clinical study. This is

only partly true. Certainly, 'n = 1 studies' require no control group

(which might receive placebo), but there are still 'ethical hot spots'

during treatment when the single subject receives no active ther

apy. Certainly, it is the case that in the course of a trial the patient

invariably receives active treatment but this is also true for conven

tional cross-over designs.

A major and obvious advantage of the design is the fact that only

one subject is required. 'N = 1 studies' can therefore be performed

in conditions which are too rare for conventional trials (and for

which therefore no trial data exist). Unquestionably, this advan

tage has to be set against the disadvantage of lack of generalisabil

ity (see below).

Disadvantages

'n = 1 studies' are problematic for conditions which are not stable,

e. g. chronic conditions of constant severity or with repeated epi

sodes of similar severity. Rather than relying on inter-group com-

parisons (as most conventional trials) they compare points in time

(e. g. condition without treatment vs. condition with treatment) in

single patients or units. Such comparisons are based on the as

sumption that there is no baseline-shift or instability in symptoms.

If, however, the condition investigated changes over time (e. g.

through the natural history of the disease), the results of such com

parisons are hard to interpret. As most conditions in medicine do

change with time, and 'stability' is in fact a continuum, the applic

ability of the 'n = l' design is limited (at least to a some degree) in

many clinical situations. Instability can be made worse by the fact

that a given treatment changes over time, e. g. becomes less effec

tive, a phenomenon known as tachyphylaxia.

An even more important disadvantage of this design is its lack of

external validity. In other words, even if the study arrives at defini

tive conclusions, its result are applicable only to the individual

tested. One way of overcoming this shortcoming is to conduct a

number of 'n = 1 studies' large enough to be representative for an

entire patient population [7]. Such approaches can yield results

with reasonable generalisability; they are, however, similar to con

ventional cross-over trials. One may therefore well ask, why not

opt for the latter approach in the first place? The question be

comes even more pertinent when the conclusions from pooled

'n = 1 studies' state that 'larger studies. .. are needed to find defi

nite answers' [8].

'N = 1 trials' can often not be evaluated by simple test statistics

which often assume independence of data points. More over, they

are prone to carry over effects (persistence of therapeutic effect

into next treatment phase) and period effects (difference of re

sponse between treatment phases, e. g. due to a saturation of some

biological response). They therefore require complex statistical ap

proaches like time series analyses [9]. The obvious disadvantage is

that the expertise for such analyses is not always available and that

their results are not always comprehensible to ordinary healthcare

professionals.

Like all trials, 'n = 1 studies' are prone to type I and 11 errors, i. e.

false-positive or false-negative results. One way of minimizing

them, is to increase the number of cross-overs, i. e. the number of

times treatment is stopped or started. It has been suggested that 20

or more treatment periods are needed unless treatment is very ef

fective [10].

'Case Series'

'Case series' are accumulated case reports evaluated either retro

spectivelyor (more rigorous) prospectively. They can vary in quality

(e. g. have better defined inclusion/exclusion criteria, more sensitive

endpoints etc). 'Case series' (similar terms: cohort studies, uncon

trolled observational studies) may seem attractive to many investi

gators as they do not require informed consent, pose no problem in

terms of treatment denial, and fit comfortably into clinical settings.

But their most important methodological drawback is the lack of a

control group. Thus they have no place in the evaluation of clinical

efficacy: Their results simply do not tell us whether an observed
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change was indubitably due to the therapy or to any of the following

factors, each of which can influence the clinical results [11]:

- placebo effect

- natural history of the disease

- regression to the mean

- patient's desire to please the doctor

- doctor's desire for a positive result

- concomitant therapy

- other non specific effects.

This, however, is not to say that 'case series' are of no value. They

are certainly useful in a number of ways. Often they are even es

sential for formulating a hypothesis [12]. In turn, this hypothesis,

however, requires testing by other methods, e. g. RCTs.
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